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Given an arbitrary incomplete scene (left image), the proposed context encoder produces a plausible structural completion
(middle image), which can be subsequently refined for texture and details with a patch-based inpainting method (right image).
Abstract
Scene-agnostic visual inpainting remains very challeng-
ing despite progress in patch-based methods. Recently,
Pathak et al. [25] have introduced convolutional “context
encoders” (CEs) for unsupervised feature learning through
image completion tasks. With the additional help of adver-
sarial training, CEs turned out to be a promising tool to
complete complex structures in real inpainting problems. In
the present paper we propose to push further this key abil-
ity by relying on perceptual reconstruction losses at train-
ing time. We show on a wide variety of visual scenes the
merit of the approach for structural inpainting, and confirm
it through a user study. Combined with the optimization-
based refinement of [31] with neural patches, our context
encoder opens up new opportunities for prior-free visual
inpainting.
1. Introduction
Visual inpainting [4], a.k.a. scene completion, is the task
of filling in a plausible way a region in an image. Au-
tomatic and semi-automatic inpainting tools are important
for both restoration and editing of visual content, whether
photographs or video sequences. Professionals and ama-
teurs use them to replace missing or damaged fragments of
scanned content, and to remove undesirable scene elements
from small imperfections to complete occluding objects.
In the general case where the target region can be of any
relative size and the content of the scene can be of any type,
most successful approaches are based on “patches”: The
target region is filled in, either in a greedy fashion [10, 13]
or by iterative optimization [30, 3], using image blocks se-
lected in the surrounding. In the absence of strong prior
on the scene or restrictions on the hole’s dimensions, such
methods are indeed the only up to now that can generate
plausible structures and textures.
However, with the rapid progress of deep convolutional
neural nets, inpainting has been revisited recently as yet an-
other visual prediction problem for which a deep regressor
can be learned [25]. Pathak et al.’s context encoder (CE)
is trained on diverse images to infer the (known) central
part of the scene given its periphery, using a classic `2 re-
construction loss along with an adversarial one. On new
scenes, it produces very interesting completions with struc-
tures, if not textures, that are challenging for patch-based
methods. While the final results still lack details, their qual-
ity can be improved by a patch-based refinement: Yang
et al. [31] use the output of Pathak’s context encoder to
guide an optimization-based inpainting where patches are
described and compared using deep features. Impressive
results are reported with this two-stage approach.
Inspired by these recent developments, we analyse here
some of the limits of context encoders and suggest simple,
yet fruitful, modifications to the original design. We argue
in particular that the ability of context encoders to complete
scene structures is not as semantic as originally suggested
and, more importantly, that CEs might under-perform even
in not so complex situations. In order to strengthen this key
ability to handle interrupted structures, we propose to rely
on the perceptual losses that have recently proved useful for
several other image modification tasks [18]. By compar-
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Figure 1. Generic inpainting problem: How to complete plausi-
bly the hole in the image, typically to remove an unwanted scene
element? Several typical completion cases: (a) Single texture,
many satisfactory fillings exist; (b) Multiple textures, the interface
between the textured regions restricts reconstruction freedom; (c)
Single or multiple structures, filling-in is very contrived; (d) Con-
tent with strong semantics, the most challenging case.
ing ground-truth and predicted visual content in a deep fea-
ture domain rather than in the pixel domain when training,
a perceptual loss provides more freedom to the regressor
while focussing on meaningful image properties. We show
that context encoders can also benefit from this powerful
idea, which leads to improved structural inpainting. With
this modification of the original context encoder, adversar-
ial training can be mobilized only in a second curriculum
phase, to produce more realistic textures and details. As its
predecessor, the new context encoder can finally be refined
through a neural patch-based optimization [31]. Results on
a wide variety of scenes demonstrate the merit of the pro-
posed approach, which is confirmed by a user study.
2. Problem and related work
Visual inpainting comes in a variety of forms and names
(completion, reconstruction, disocclusion, hallucination, re-
covery). Letting aside the specific problem of reconstruct-
ing an image from a fraction of its pixels – which includes
super-resolution and up-sampling – a general formulation
of the task is as follows: Given an image and a “hole” in it,
that is a connected region of missing or unwanted content
(Fig. 1), compute pixel values inside the hole such that the
completed image looks natural or at least plausible.
Generic inpainting tools, such as those present in image
editing software packages, rely neither on prior knowledge
about the scene nor on additional images (other views of the
same scene or images of similar scenes). The first success-
ful approaches to such generic inpainting were geometric,
relying on level line completion [23] and diffusion PDEs
[4]. However, these techniques alone proved unable to han-
dle large regions and to generate plausible texture. A major
breakthrough came from leveraging non-parametric patch-
based texture synthesis [14, 5].
Initial patch-based inpainting lead to a large number
of approaches, see [8] for a review. Two main families
have emerged: Greedy approaches, e.g., [11, 13], which
fill the hole in a single concentric pass by copying patches
from outside; Iterative optimization-based approaches, e.g.,
[3, 30, 1], which alternate between computation of patch
correspondences and image update through combination of
matches. Both proved useful not only to handle texture well,
but also to complete geometric structures to some extent.
To further improve latter ability, specific mechanisms were
proposed, e.g., [10, 6, 9]. Another key aspect of patch-based
methods is the way patches are matched: First using ex-
haustive or approximate pixel-wise color comparisons, later
adding texture-aware features, e.g., [21]. More recently,
“neural patches” have been used [31]: Image patches are
described using deep features provided by a convnet pre-
trained for recognition.
Yet, in case of too complex structures, like in indoor or
urban scenes, and/or of too semantic content, like part of a
face or a body, agnostic patch-based approaches fail catas-
trophically. For instance the example in Fig. 1(b) would be
at best difficult for such approaches, and those in Figs. 1(c-
d) completely infeasible.
For such difficult but very common inpainting exam-
ples, several sources of help can come to the rescue: (1)
User input, either through alternation of automatic process-
ing and manual edits, or through scribbled indications [28];
(2) Other relevant images, either other views of the exact
same scene (in particular in the case of video inpainting
[30, 16, 24]) or images of resembling scenes found in a large
collection [17]; (3) Prior knowledge on the type of scene of
interest, leading to class-specific inpainting.
Class-specific inpainting can be very powerful, but its
scope is limited by essence. It requires the training of a
class-specific appearance model that is then fitted to the vis-
ible part of the incoming image in order to infer the missing
part. With a strong focus on faces, approaches of this type
have been proposed using low dimensional models [29],
sparse models [7, 27] and, more recently, generative deep
models [32, 20].
In the present work, we are rather interested in scene-
agnostic inpainting, for which major progress is still needed
in a wide range of real use-cases, particularly regarding
structure reconstruction. The recent deep learning approach
of Pathak et al. [25] opens up new opportunities on that
front. Our work builds on it. In the next section, we dis-
cuss this approach into more detail and investigate its cur-
rent limitations.
3. Context encoders and their limits
Pathak et al. [25] introduced the concept of context en-
coder, a deep encoder-decoder architecture trained to re-
construct images with missing parts. This self-supervised
architecture is shown to produce appealing visual features
for other tasks such as recognition, detection and seman-
tic segmentation. In addition, it lends itself to actual scene
completion. To this end, it is specifically trained to predict
Figure 2. Scene completion by context encoding: Failures (left)
and encouraging results (right) when completing complex se-
mantic structures with [25] (samples from http://tinyurl.
com/y8wv2zjy).
only the central part of an image given its periphery and the
`2 pixel-wise reconstruction loss is combined with an ad-
versarial loss, which improves the visual quality of recon-
structed regions. Trained on ImageNet ILSVRC’12 dataset,
this context encoder yields impressive results on held-out
images, while being scene-agnostic (or at least not specific
to a single scene class). Its ability to recover complex, se-
mantic structures is impressive in some cases where patch-
based approaches are useless. When further specialized on
urban scenes through training on Paris Street View dataset,
this ability is increased accordingly on images of the same
type.
However, despite being said to allow “semantic inpaint-
ing”, the CE trained on the wide range of object images in
ImageNet often fails to produce plausible reconstructions of
complex objects, such as humans, animals or cars (Fig. 2,
left). This is not surprising since the CE is likely to capture
only little class-specific structural knowledge, unless being
specifically trained on a single object or scene class. In ad-
dition, as we shall see in our experiments, the surrounding
context that CEs actually exploit is mostly local, sometimes
only a few pixel wide with no access to visual semantics.
Still, [25] reports several inpainting results where the pro-
posed CE does much better than state-of-the-art patch-based
methods on complex structures (Fig. 2, right). We believe
this is where the main strength of context encoders lies, in
addition to being optimization-free hence immune to initial-
ization problems and potentially much faster.
In order to assess further CE’s handling of structures, we
run the code of the authors on simple graphics devoid of tex-
ture such as flags. Two examples of completion are shown
in Fig. 3. Despite their apparent simplicity, such examples
defeat recent patch-based methods, such as the one in [8]1
because of the length of certain structure interruptions or the
absence of certain required geometric patterns in the visible
part of the image. Yet, we were surprised to see that the CE
1Results are obtained with the G’MIC online version, https://
gmicol.greyc.fr/, with default settings.
Figure 3. Completing pure structures: State-of-the-art patch-
based inpainting such as [8] fails (left); Original CE of
Pathak et al. struggles as well (middle); Replacing original
pixel+adversarial loss by a perceptual loss yields notable im-
provements (right).
was also struggling on these examples. Our interpretation is
that the adversarial loss contributes way more to the texture
than to the structure of the completed scene. This is also
confirmed by experiments in [25] where adversarial training
hardly changes the structures produced by pixel loss alone,
but rather helps removing blur and gaining photo-realism.
The key question then is whether better structures could
be obtained with an alternative loss. Motivated by the suc-
cessful use of pre-trained deep features to capture textures
and structures at various scales in several image editing
tasks, notably “style transfer” (whether photo-realistic [22]
or not [15]), we propose to resort to them as well for in-
painting. More specifically, we consider so-called percep-
tual losses introduced by Johnson et al.’s [18] and success-
fully used by the authors for example-based stylization and
for image super-resolution. Using such a loss to train the
CE brings a benefit that is immediately visible on the previ-
ous images (Fig. 3, right): Stripes and other shapes are bet-
ter completed, complex junctions are created where needed.
These simple experiments hint toward the suitability of per-
ceptual losses to train inpainting networks. We develop this
approach in the next section with the details of the proposed
context encoder.
4. Structural inpainting
The first modification we make to the original CE lies in
the replacement of the pixel+adversarial loss by a feature-
based reconstruction loss. We coin this loss “structural” for
the reasons discussed in the previous section. The core of
the proposed approach is thus as follows (Fig. 4):
• A convolutional encoder is combined, through a fully
connected bottleneck, with a convolutional decoder of
mirrored architecture but half-sized output.
• This encoder-decoder is trained to reconstruct the half-
sized square central part of a square natural color im-
ages, this part being greyed out in the network’s input.
Figure 4. Proposed structural CE: The encoder-decoder architec-
ture of Pathak et al. is trained with a structural loss that compares
the reconstructed central image part with the original one through
deep features. In a second training stage, the adversarial loss of
Pathak et al. is added to the total loss, with a co-trained network
in charge of declaring whether an input image patch is natural or
produced by the competing CE. Learnable nets are in blue, orange
ones are fixed.
• For each training image in the current training batch,
both the original and the reconstructed sub-images are
passed through a pre-trained convnet to extract acti-
vations at several depths. The structural loss for this
training image is a combination of squared Euclidean
distances in pixel space and in feature spaces, between
the two images.
More formally, let xˆ ∈ RM×M×3 a complete color im-
age and xˆc ∈ RM2 ×M2 ×3 its central part. Replacing the
latter by its average value (gray image patch) yields the
masked image x. The context encoder defines a map FW
parametrized by weight set W :
FW : RM×M×3 → RM2 ×M2 ×3 (1)
x 7→ FW (x) = y.
The structural reconstruction loss is defined as a linear com-
bination of pixel reconstruction error and of feature recon-
struction errors computed at various convolutional layers `
of VGG-16 [26]:
Lstruct = λ0Lpix +
∑
`
λ`Lfeat,`, (2)
with non-negative weights λ0 and λ`’s. The pixel recon-
struction loss reads
Lpix(y, xˆc) = ‖y − xˆc‖2F . (3)
Figure 5. Different choices of structural loss Lstruct (Eq. 2):
Lpix, Lconv1 2, Lconv2 2 and Lpix + Lconv1 1 + Lconv2 1 + Lconv3 1.
The latter allows better, less blurry reconstruction of structures.
Denoting φ`(x) ∈ RM`×M`×K` the stack of feature maps
output by layer ` of VGG-16, the corresponding feature re-
construction loss reads:
Lfeat,`(y, xˆc) = ‖φ`(y)− φ`(xˆc)‖2F . (4)
Note that setting to zero all λ`’s reverts to pixel reconstruc-
tion only, as experimented by Pathak et al. [25], and that
setting all weights but λconv2 2 to 0 amounts to the loss used
by Johnson et al. [18] for image super-resolution.
Given a training set {xˆ(n)}Nn=1, and the associated set
{x(n)}Nn=1 of masked images, the empirical loss
1
N
∑N
n=1
Lstruct
(
FW (x
(n)), xˆ(n)c
)
(5)
is minimized w.r.t. W by stochastic gradient.
As discussed in the previous section, the adversarial loss
used by Pathak et al. to train their CE helped increasing
the visual quality of the reconstruction. We shall see in our
experiments that this also holds when replacing the pixel
reconstruction loss by the proposed structural loss. To this
end, a second convolutional network DW ′ , the descrimina-
tor (see Fig. 4), is simultaneously trained on central image
patches to recognize synthetic ones. The corresponding ad-
versarial loss for one image is defined as follows:
Ladv
(
FW (x), xˆc;W
′) = ln (DW ′(xˆc)) (6)
+ ln
(
1−DW ′(FW (x))
)
.
The joint training boils down to min-max problem (γ > 0):
min
W
max
W ′
1
N
∑N
n=1
[
Lstruct
(
FW (x
(n)), xˆ(n)c
)
(7)
+ γLadv
(
FW (x
(n)), xˆ(n)c ;W
′)].
Regarding this self-supervised training, it is interesting
to note that the targeted task, visual inpainting, is not the
same as recovering the original content of the region to fill
in. Actually, the most frequent motivation for inpainting
is to remove an element of the original scene, hence the
opposite of faithful reconstruction! Also, as discussed in
the introduction, multiple equally plausible outputs are ex-
pected in a number of cases. This point might be interesting
for future research. In any case, if (most) training images
as such that the central region does not circumscribe com-
pletely an object, then the reconstruction training task pro-
posed by Pathak et al. is a good proxy for inpainting.
5. Experiments
Architectures Our networks are similar to those used by
Pathak et al. As for the encoder-decoder:
Input: Color image of size 128× 128× 3.
Encoder: Five convolutional layers (4 × 4 filters with
stride 2 and ReLU) with 64, 64, 128, 256 and 512 chan-
nels respectively.
Bottleneck: A fully connected layer of size 2000
(Pathak et al. use a bottleneck of size 4000, but we found
that halving this size makes model and training lighter
with no impact on the performance).
Decoder: Four convolutional layers mirroring the last
four of the encoder. In order to avoid the checker-
board effect that showed up in our first experiments,
we replaced the original “deconvolutional” design by the
upsampling+convolution alternative proposed in [33].
Output: Color image of size 64× 64× 3.
The adversarial network takes 64 × 64 × 3 inputs and
is composed of four convolutional layers (4 × 4 filters and
ReLU) with 32, 64, 128 and 256 channels respectively and
a last fully connected output of size 1. It is lighter than the
one in Pathak et al., with four times fewer parameters.
Training In order to learn a scene-agnostic, or at least
general enough model, we train as Pathak et al. our CE on
1.2M images from ImageNet. The images in this dataset
are of variable size. We resize them so that their smaller
dimension is 350 and, in each epoch, we randomly crop to
size 128× 128 each image. We use Adam stochastic solver
[19] with Nesterov momentum set to 0.5 and with learning
rates of 2× 10−4 for the encoder-decoder and of 2× 10−5
for the discriminator.
To enforce continuity at the inpainting domain’s bound-
ary, we follow Pathak et al.’s technique: The masked zone
is reduced to size 56×56 while prediction is of size 64×64.
For training, the pixel reconstruction loss is scaled by 10 on
pixels in the overlapping region (a band of width 4).
Structural loss We start by investigating the exact def-
inition of the structural loss (Eq. 2). Using only binary
weights, our preliminary experiments showed that percep-
tual features are always beneficial, see several examples in
Figure 6. Grid-like artefacts with structural loss and their elim-
ination: When trained with our best structural loss alone, CE pro-
duces grid-like artefacts that are especially important in textured
regions (top). The additional use of an adversarial loss makes these
patterns disappear (bottom).
Fig. 5. Whether using a single or multiple such features,
structures are often better reconstructed. We empirically
found that the following combination (Fig. 5, right-most)
Lstruct = Lpix + Lfeat,conv1 1 + Lfeat,conv2 1 + Lfeat,conv3 1
(8)
was consistently providing results of better visual quality.
This is the structural loss we adopt in the next experiments.
Benefit of adversarial loss While the proposed structural
reconstruction loss is shown to handle better complex struc-
tures, it can be seen in Fig. 5 that grid-like artefacts might
appear in the inpainted region. These artefacts are espe-
cially pronounced in textured areas, as visible in top row of
Fig. 6. Adversarial training, on the other hand, is known
to endow images generated by a variety of convnets with
an appealing naturalness. It plays in particular a key role
in Pathak et al.’s CE for inpainting. For these reasons, we
also resort to the adversarial training explained in Section 4.
We found however that it must be handled with care. If too
strong, it can become harmful to the reconstructed struc-
tures. To get only the best of it, two precautions proved
useful: The discriminator is lighter, hence less powerful,
than the one of Pathak et al. and it is only mobilized in a
second phase of the process. This curriculum learning pro-
ceeds with 50 epochs of training with Lstruct, followed by
10 epochs of adversarial training (Eq. 7, with γ = 0.01).
With this final phase of adversarial learning with struc-
tural loss, the proposed model is complete. The visual im-
pact of the adversarial training is shown on several exam-
ples in Fig. 7: The structural loss is responsible for the good
completion of complex structures, while the addition of the
adversarial loss, though costly, improves the texture and the
sharpness of the inpainted regions, hence its naturalness.
These examples also illustrate the qualitative improvements
Figure 7. Different losses for inpainting context encoders: Ex-
amples showing the respective merits of different losses to train
CEs. Best visual results overall are obtained with the proposed
combination of adversarial and structural losses. The latter is key
to structure reconstruction while the former brings more realism.
brought by the proposed CE in comparison to the original
one. On these examples, like on the whole test collection,
the reconstruction is often more plausible. Other compar-
isons between the two are reported in Figs. 8, 9 and 12.
In order to highlight the structural properties of the pro-
posed approach, we show in Fig. 9 result samples on street
images. Although scene-agnostic, our model is doing sim-
ilarly and sometimes better than Pathak et al.’s CE trained
on Paris Street View (which in turn performs poorly on other
types of scene unlike ours). This is a striking result. When
trained on ImageNet like ours, the original CE does signifi-
cantly worse on these highly structured scenes.
As a complement to this visual assessment, we follow
[25] in reporting average pixel reconstruction errors,
expressed in % for readability and with intensities scaled
in [0, 1], and PSNR (the larger the better) on 100 held-out
ParisStreetView images:
av. `1 error av. `2 error PSNR
Pathak (Paris) 8.37% 1.63% 19.57dB
ours (ImageNet) 8.07% 1.49% 19.89dB
ours (Paris) 7.53% 1.35% 20.59dB
Although mostly blind to the “visual quality” that a good
inpainting should maximise, these quantitative measures
provide another hint on the impact of the proposed
modifications to the original CE.
Effective context In this experiment, we investigate the
influence of the amount of visual context on the completion.
To this end we monitor the impact of masking the context
beyond a certain distance in pixels to the inpainting domain.
Let’s start with quantitative results, expressed in terms of
average pixel reconstruction errors:
pix. 4 8 12 16 24 36
`1 11.31 8.67 8.74 8.08 7.71 7.53
`2 2.11 1.54 1.54 1.42 1.38 1.35
PSNR 17.38 19.36 19.36 19.98 20.39 20.59
They demonstrate that reconstruction quality degrades
gracefully with the reduction of the context and that 8 or
even 4 pixels can suffice to get interesting results. We show
in Fig. 10 several examples. While the result does change,
usually for the better, as the context’s extent increases, it
is striking that decent structure completions are possible
even with as few as 4 pixels from the border known by
the encoder-decoder (instead of 36 for training). Strong
semantics is arguably absent from such a thin region. In
our opinion, CEs contain only little object or scene-specific
knowledge. Interestingly, this experiment also indicates a
form of robustness. Having far less context (even worse, a
partly destroyed context) yields graceful degradation.
Results with optimization-based refinement Despite
improved structures, the image completions obtained by the
proposed CE, like those obtained by the original CE, still
lack visual details. As can be seen in the results reported
so far, the reconstructed regions are usually blurry. This
is even more acute in high-resolution images that are con-
cerned by real-world use-cases. To circumvent this limita-
tion of CE in the context of inpainting tasks, Yang et al. [31]
have recently proposed a powerful optimization-based post-
processing. It builds on variational patch-based approaches
(e.g., [30, 12, 1, 2]) that seek a reconstruction whose patches
have as good matches as possible outside the hole. Four
key modifications of this paradigm are proposed by Yang
et al.: An additional perceptual energy term encourages re-
semblance of the center xc of the reconstructed image with
an initial prediction y by (a variant of) Pathak et al.’s CE;
This pre-filling also serves as initialization for the iterative
solver; Total variation (TV) regularization is also included;
Patches are compared in terms of VGG-based neural fea-
tures, not pixels’ intensities. Hence the following cost func-
tion must be minimized, in a classic coarse-to-fine multi-
scale fashion:
E(x, ψ) = α
∑
p∈hole
∑
`∈L
∥∥φ`(x, p)− φ`(x, ψ(p))∥∥2F
+α′
∑
`∈L
∥∥φ`(xc)− φ`(y)∥∥2F + βTV(x), (9)
where x is constrained to coincide with xˆ outside the in-
painting domain, ψ is a correspondence field that maps
each pixel in the hole to one outside, φ`(x, p) are VGG-
16 feature maps at layer ` restricted to a patch around p and
L = {conv3 1, conv4 1}. The minimization alternates
between the two arguments, that is between correspondence
map estimation given the current image reconstruction and
reconstruction of central image part using the current corre-
spondences under TV regularization and guidance from CE
Figure 8. Comparing original and structural CEs: For each input image (left), inpainting by Pathak et al.’s CE (middle) and by the
proposed CE (right). The latter offers a more plausible reconstruction of structures.
Figure 9. On urban scenes: Despite not being specialized for this
type of very structured images, our model trained on ImageNet is
on the par with Pathak et al.’s CE trained on Paris Street View and
substantially better than the one trained on ImageNet.
prediction.
In what follows we use this approach to refine the re-
sults obtained by Pathak et al.’s CE and ours. We gather in
Fig. 12 comparative results with this refinement on various
types of scenes. We observe that our model improves qual-
itatively the results obtained by the original CE on a major-
ity of these images and across all types of scenes, simple or
complex texture-free structures, multiple textures, soft and
hard contours, etc. These results demonstrate again that the
use of perceptual features within the proposed reconstruc-
tion loss makes CEs better at completing structures.
That being said, there is large room for improvement.
Figure 10. Varying context extent: Structural inpainting (inside
orange box) with context of 4, 12 and 36 pixels from the border
respectively. Even very restricted context allows structure comple-
tion despite lower visual quality.
Not surprisingly, the absence of explicit semantics in
the model makes it unable, like other scene-agnostic ap-
proaches, to reconstruct a variety of complex scenes. In
Fig. 11, we show several failure examples.
User study We conducted a user study involving 35 par-
ticipants of various ages and occupations. The first test was
run on a random set of 80 ImageNet images. For each par-
ticipant, a random subset of 20 images is selected and the
two reconstructions by Pathak’s CE and ours are displayed
in random order, alongside the incomplete image. The par-
ticipants are asked to pick their preferred reconstruction, if
any. Results aggregated per image (across participants) are
as follows: For more than 83% of the images, our recon-
struction was more often preferred; for 74% of the images,
our reconstruction was preferred by at least 75% of the par-
ticipants. Fully aggregated results, across participants and
images, indicate that our reconstructions are preferred 74%
Figure 11. Failure examples: They are many cases, like these
three, where the visual/semantic complexity of the scene defeats
both CEs, and patch-based methods alike, even if the proposed
structural CE might fail more gracefully.
of the time. The same test was also conducted on Paris-
test images, with both CEs trained on Paris-train. Results
were even more advantageous to our method in this case:
90% of our inpainted images are more often preferred and
our approach is preferred more that 78% of the time over-
all. A variant of this test was also conducted with our CE
not trained on Paris but on ImageNet. We noted earlier that
in this set-up, our scene-agnostic CE provided results com-
parable to the specialized version of Pathak’s CE. The user
test revealed that our CE behaves even a bit better, being
preferred on 47% of the images vs. 39% for Pathak’s (re-
maining 14% being draws). These tests clearly indicate that
our approach consistently outperforms the preceding one,
across images and participants.
In a last test, each participant is presented a random se-
quence of 58 images. Each image appears either in its orig-
inal form or as inpainted by one of the two CEs (followed
by optimization-based refinement), and the participant de-
cides whether it looks natural or not. This is clearly a very
difficult test for both inpainting methods: they both create
artefacts in complex scenes and the inpainted domain is the
same central region of fixed size in all examples. Yet, 51%
(resp. 39%) of the images inpainted by our method (resp.
Pathak’s method) were considered as natural by at least 50%
of participants. Interestingly, only 30% of the real images
received a consensus. This is clear indicator of the partici-
pants anticipating the images to be modified.
6. Conclusion
Context encoders can be powerful for inpainting. We
have shown how their ability to complete even complex
structures can be boosted by combining new reconstruction
losses with careful adversarial training. Based on our ex-
periments, we also hypothesized that semantics is playing a
limited role in these feats. A deeper use of automatic scene
understanding remains an open and exciting problem for in-
painting in the wild. Also, in addition to relaxing current
geometric constraints (inpainting a square domain), incor-
porating user’s input in a seamless fashion would be key to
the adoption of this technology in image editing systems.
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Figure 12. Context encoder inpainting followed by optimization-based refinement: For each input image, inpainting by the proposed
CE, before and after optimization-based refinement (top) and same for Pathak et al.’s CE (bottom). Each row contains scenes that are
related in a way: Flag graphics; Simple rigid structures; Natural non-rigid objects; Multi-texture scenes; Birds on branches; More complex
rigid structures.
